President Warren Bennis' recent suggestion that the 18-year-olds be allowed to vote has resulted in considerable political discussion. The French Hall and its efforts to bring yet another dimension of campus life are discussed. Janet Mayer comments on the Homecoming Queen contest and the need for intelligent questions. Schnure Lists Priorities for Student Government. The Board of Regents met on Tuesday afternoon and voted to change the building from the Raymond Walters College, halls are full, it makes up for the delays of the previous week. The program is free and the public is invited. The intent of the Senate was to provide a forum for communication with anyone in the University. The cabinet originally listed 112 items. Two students from CCM's musicals will perform for 30 minutes before the Fieldhouse to accommodate the Break Bread Together. The Senate declared the week leading up to November 5, 1971 through November 12, 1971, as Homecoming Week in a Wednesday night. The declaration was agreed to by the Board of Regents with the recommendation of Student Body President John Schon. The board received the recommendation of the Intergovernmental Affairs Committee on summer efficiency and effectiveness. The board also considered a resolution to provide a forum for communication concerning matters of an international nature and in bringing these problems to the campus community. She said that the students in the main study guide were a great deal for the growth of the program. No one else and shares the seemingly unanimous views among them. The Senate passed a resolution allowing 18-year-olds to vote in the 1972 Presidential election, while 60 per cent of them had voted in the 1968 election, but in Cincinnati or other large cities, it was not so. President W. Bennis' recent suggestion that the 18-year-olds be allowed to vote has resulted in considerable political discussion. The French Hall and its efforts to bring yet another dimension of campus life are discussed. Janet Mayer comments on the Homecoming Queen contest and the need for intelligent questions. Schnure Lists Priorities for Student Government. The Board of Regents met on Tuesday afternoon and voted to change the building from the Raymond Walters College, halls are full, it makes up for the delays of the previous week. The program is free and the public is invited. The intent of the Senate was to provide a forum for communication with anyone in the University. The cabinet originally listed 112 items. Two students from CCM's musicals will perform for 30 minutes before the Fieldhouse to accommodate the Break Bread Together. The Senate declared the week leading up to November 5, 1971 through November 12, 1971, as Homecoming Week in a Wednesday night. The declaration was agreed to by the Board of Regents with the recommendation of Student Body President John Schon. The board received the recommendation of the Intergovernmental Affairs Committee on summer efficiency and effectiveness. The board also considered a resolution to provide a forum for communication concerning matters of an international nature and in bringing these problems to the campus community. She said that the students in the main study guide were a great deal for the growth of the program. No one else and shares the seemingly unanimous views among them. The Senate passed a resolution allowing 18-year-olds to vote in the 1972 Presidential election, while 60 per cent of them had voted in the 1968 election, but in Cincinnati or other large cities, it was not so.
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by Carol Pucci  
Staff Reporter

To facilitate relations between faculty, students and President Bennis, and to advise the President on issues concerning students and faculty will be the job of Gene D. Meyers, Special Assistant for Policy, according to President Bennis.

"The job of the presidential assistants is to reduce the overload on the President so he can be even more visible than he otherwise could be," Meyers noted.

"My views and opinions in aiding the President are based on the principle that the President's role is the power behind the throne."

The present business office staff consists of: a business manager; advertising sales manager; sales manager; secretary and a new staff worker, Michael Wilkins (A&S' senior). Other positions are expected to be filled after the position of Advertising Manager has been advertised. The present business office phone number is 421-TU.

The business office, 411 TU, accepts all ads except those which are libelous, slanderous or which are contrary to the power behind the throne. The University's Department of Public Relations, 421-TU, should be called to order.

President Bennis announced Sept. 12, the formation of an Office of Professional Development to facilitate relations between students and faculty by visiting a course on Jeffersonian democracy and serving on the University Senate Committee of Organizations.

"I feel that continuing to teach is very important because it gives me the opportunity to work with young people," Bennis said.

Gene D. Meyers, Special Assistant for Policy, will be the job of Gene D. Meyers.

"I do not view myself as a "little guy" in the system," Meyers said. "I will try to be an active part in facilitating the presence of President O'Neill in the system and to advise the President in decision making." Meyers described himself as "a facilitator" rather than a spokesman for President Bennis.
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MED CENTER FINDS

NEW AID DEVICE FOR FETUS

Med Center Finds

New Aid Device for Fetus

By Bob Schuman, Staff Reporter

The Dean of Men's office aids is seeking community health counselors to assist male students who feel incapable of handling their affairs.

Dr. Edward Keiser, Dean of Men, has been asked by University President Mr. Drake to help find qualified credit and non-credit courses in the area of student counseling. These courses will be available to male students on a voluntary basis.

The goal is to provide guidance and support to students who are experiencing difficulties in their personal or academic lives.

Dr. Keiser emphasizes the importance of early intervention in addressing these challenges. "We want to create an environment where students feel comfortable reaching out for help," he said.

This initiative is part of the University's ongoing commitment to student well-being and mental health support.

Men's Office

Problem-Solving Aided

Dr. Edward Keiser, Dean of Men, has been asked by University President Mr. Drake to help find qualified credit and non-credit courses in the area of student counseling. These courses will be available to male students on a voluntary basis.

The goal is to provide guidance and support to students who are experiencing difficulties in their personal or academic lives.

Dr. Keiser emphasizes the importance of early intervention in addressing these challenges. "We want to create an environment where students feel comfortable reaching out for help," he said.

This initiative is part of the University's ongoing commitment to student well-being and mental health support.

Women's Office

Reproductive Rights

The program to provide women with reproductive rights is designed to educate and empower individuals to make informed decisions about their health and fertility.

Dr. Barden, UC associate professor of obstetrics and gynecology, has been working with the Monitor Association since 1966. The organization was established to improve patient care and provide education about fetal health.

Dr. Barden notes that the second trimester of pregnancy is crucial for the development of the fetus. "This is a time when the baby is developing rapidly and vulnerable to external factors," she said.

The program has been successful in reducing complications during labor and delivery. "We have seen a significant decrease in the need for cesarean sections," Dr. Barden reported.

This initiative is part of the University's ongoing commitment to women's health and reproductive rights.

Deans' Office

Financial Aid

The University's financial aid office is working to ensure that students have access to the resources they need to succeed.

Dr. Drake, University President, has emphasized the importance of financial aid in supporting student success. "We want to make higher education accessible to all who are qualified," he said.

The office is committed to providing personalized assistance to students, offering support in navigating the financial aid process.

This initiative is part of the University's ongoing commitment to student success and achieving its mission.
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Record examine more closely all not do its homework and ask the administration a few, to create a controversy—to make, the answers along with other details? possibly be detrimental to the President Bennis himself? Did the Hall, and possibly an attack upon campus and the fact that French Hall occurring toward co-ed living on empty Or is the administration campus, and expects enough French Residence Hall being turned article on President Bennis' committees must do something, or we should get rid of them."

A tule point plan for educational reform was outlined by President Bennis at last week's All-University Faculty meeting. Within the week, several aspects of this program have been examined and praised. The President during his first two months in office, exhibits the importance of the time elapsed in this program.

The issues are: Improvement of the University library; improvement of undergraduate education; evaluation of programs and student advising; clarification of academic regulations; student affairs; classification between two-and-four-year colleges; identification of student assistance; student representation program; identification of urban issues; and long-range planning for the University.

All nine points specifically call for action to be taken by September, 1972. Even the long-range plan, "covering a six-year period and culminating in a comprehensive report on annual review, must be developed by September, 1972. The Bennis has had a hard time fulfilling this, developed by the beginning of next quarter.

This factor attached to them, and improvements, such as the General, the time factor in a University is of utmost importance according to the President. We agree with Dr. Bennis, that many of the plans being discussed, however, reform that does not affect those making the reform is of little value. "I ask that, in the future; the News Record"

The News Record is a daily student publication produced for students of The University of Cincinnati by the students of The University of Cincinnati. The News Record is published Monday through Friday except holidays. Located at Main Campus, 274 McMillan Hall, Cincinnati, OH 45221. Telephone 229-5753. Second class postage paid at Cincinnati, Ohio. The News Record is a member of the Ohio College Newspaper Association, the Publishers of Ohio, and the National Association of College and University Daily Papers.

BY WILLIAM RUHMANN

I was \t	attending office training in Washington. All \t	\t	\t	\t\t\t\t\text{area} oh a hogs.

The week \t	\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\text{date}

with \t	\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\text{date}

The \t	\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\text{date}

It was a rather difficult decision to make. The News Record is a weekly publication that comes out every Thursday. We have a set of deadlines that we must stick to in order to get the newspaper out in a timely manner. I am responsible for the editorial page of the newspaper, which means that I am in charge of writing and editing the articles that appear on that page.

Our newspaper has a broad range of topics that we cover, including news stories, opinion pieces, and feature stories. We try to provide our readers with a mix of information and interesting perspectives on current events. The News Record is a great platform for students to express their thoughts and opinions on various issues.

I am currently a junior at the University of Cincinnati and I am pursuing a degree in journalism. I am very passionate about writing and believe that it is an important tool for communication and expression. I am grateful to have the opportunity to work on the News Record and look forward to continuing to contribute to the publication in the future.

To The Editor:

This is an open letter to all students who are interested in the University of Cincinnati. I am writing this letter to express my thoughts on various issues that are currently affecting the campus community.

Firstly, I would like to mention the importance of the University library. The library is a crucial resource for students, providing access to a vast array of information and materials. It is essential that the library be well resourced and maintained in order to support the academic needs of the student body.

Secondly, I would like to address the issue of student representation. It is important that student voices be heard and that students have a say in the decision-making processes that affect them. This can be achieved through the establishment of effective student representation channels, such as student senate or other similar bodies.

Finally, I would like to emphasize the importance of academic freedom and the free exchange of ideas. A university is a place where knowledge is pursued and shared, and it is important that this environment be preserved. It is crucial that students are able to engage in open and honest discussions without fear of retribution.

In conclusion, I hope that this letter has been informative and that it has provided you with some insight into the issues currently facing the University of Cincinnati. I urge all students to stay informed and involved in the affairs of their institution.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

To The Editor:

I am writing to express my concerns regarding the recent dispute between the student government and the administration over the use of the student center. I believe that this issue is a serious one and that it needs to be resolved in a fair and transparent manner.

The student center is a vital part of campus life, serving as a hub for social activities, academic resources, and student services. It is important that the center be accessible to all students and that it be managed in a way that is responsive to their needs.

I urge the administration to engage with the student government in good faith and to work towards a solution that is satisfactory for all parties involved. It is crucial that the student center remain a welcoming and inclusive space for all members of the campus community.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Ohio Governor John J. Gilligan and Cincinnati Mayor P. B. D. Gradison will be among the dignitaries in the president’s party for tonight’s inauguration of President Warren Bennis.

Members of the president’s party will be seated on the main stage during the inauguration. Two other stages will also be used for the ceremony.

Other members of the cabinet will include Dr. Charles M. Barnett, UC president of radiation therapy, representing the Ohio Board of Regents; and Dr. Robert McIsaac, university chancellor.

Part of the president’s party will be seated on the main stage during the inauguration. Two other stages will also be used for the ceremony.

Ohio Board of Regents, City of Cincinnati, UC faculty, and students and alumni of the University of Cincinnati will recognize Dr. Warren Bennis as the University of Cincinnati’s 18th president.

The general public as well as UC faculty, students and alumni are invited to attend the event, beginning at 7 p.m. in the campus Fieldhouse.

Prior to the inauguration, a jazz group will play in the atrium of the Fieldhouse at 7 a.m., and ringing the bell, signifying the beginning of the ceremony. The party will consist of representatives of the State of Ohio, Ohio Board of Regents, City of Cincinnati, UC faculty, and students and alumni of the University of Cincinnati.

Separate stages will serve as the setting for the inauguration. In the background of the Fieldhouse, spotlights will pinpoint each event on the program.

After singing of the National Anthem, an invocation will be given by Dr. Arthur W. Schubert, chairman of UC’s Board of Directors, to open the ceremony. Rev. Schubert will serve as master of ceremonies.

Dr. R. Horne, UC professor of music education, will introduce dignitaries in attendance.

Rev. Schubert delivers a dramatic reading, three musical signatures will be performed. Rev. Schubert will then introduce Arthur W. Schubert, chairman of UC’s Board of Directors, who will install Dr. Bennis. The new president’s inaugural address will be followed by a musical finale.

A reception honoring Dr. and Mrs. Bennis will begin at 8 p.m. in the faculty lounge, Taft-Vander University Center.

Dr. Bennis will be only the third UC president formally inaugurated.

If you share our dream and because your standards have preserved the great pride and tradition of the University of Cincinnati into the decades to come.

Dr. Bennis has published 14 books and over 200 articles. He has served on task forces appointed by the society for organizational behavior. As a consultant to the United Nations Secretariat, he is a member of the National Academy of Education.

Dr. Bennis holds a bachelor’s degree from the University of Cincinnati, attended the London School of Economics, and received his graduate work in economic theory, and Ph.D. in organizational behavior from the University of Michigan.

Dr. Bennis is the former husband of Mrs. Charles Williams, and the parents of three children.

Prairie Pour In Dr. Schubert, chairman of the UC Board of Directors, expressed the Board’s “warren of enthusiastic support” of the new president.

Dr. Schubert and his beloved Dr. Bennis, took office in 1953. Dr. Charles W. Daniel, who was editor of the Cincinnati Enquirer, has been associated with the University of Cincinnati since 1954.

Dr. Bennis' inauguration was held as a consultant to the United Nations. He is a member of the National Academy of Education and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Dr. Bennis has published 14 books and over 200 articles. He has served on task forces appointed by the society for organizational behavior. As a consultant to the United Nations Secretariat, he is a member of the National Academy of Education.

Dr. Bennis holds a bachelor’s degree from the University of Cincinnati, attended the London School of Economics, and received his graduate work in economic theory, and Ph.D. in organizational behavior from the University of Michigan.

Dr. Bennis is the former husband of Mrs. Charles Williams, and the parents of three children.

Prairie Pour In Dr. Schubert, chairman of the UC Board of Directors, expressed the Board’s “warren of enthusiastic support” of the new president.

Dr. Schubert and his beloved Dr. Bennis, took office in 1953. Dr. Charles W. Daniel, who was editor of the Cincinnati Enquirer, has been associated with the University of Cincinnati since 1954.

Dr. Bennis' inauguration was held as a consultant to the United Nations. He is a member of the National Academy of Education and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
ANNE LEE, chief cook for China Garden Restaurant, will provide the greatest treat for the authentic Chinese dinner to be served Sunday at 6 p.m. The dinner, part of International Week, will be served in the Student Room and include egg fried rice, won ton soup, sweet and sour pork, spring onion rolls, wonton beef, Chinese salad, and other delicacies.

There is nothing unusual in this fact aside from the fact that the three eras are combined Methodist, protestant and have each been prodded for one year. After you, say, there isn't something unusual.

For the past year we have been having at high stations, churchcroft, verse, verse civic function. They do not, however, prate in churchcroft, they prefer to let the integrity of the medium speak for itself, as the delivered message is very subtle.

"To say that will be some music in the music room and then hits with a someone would be a pure statement. We stated that. We definitely do some music in the music room with the intent of opening new doors in our community.

The group has developed quite a repertoire consisting primarily of soft rock with various selections from James Taylor, Neil Diamond, and Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young. The players utilize various instruments including guitars, piano, and drums. The vocals are smooth, fluid, lacking trickery. All of this results in a soft, enchanting rhythm that settle gently on the listener's ears. A high degree of showmanship and humorous style complements the singing, creating three sets to make fluidly through the program.

But why did these three men leave? Was it because they were disillusioned?

"No, that wasn't the cause," stated Trout. "We really enjoyed what we did. But we believed we could use the power of the medium to effectively promote the church.

For the many people are animation advertising models, why held in the music room. By performing, we felt we could realize feelings that the people have for the church, and actually recognize the minister's efforts.

"If we try to communicate anything through our music, it would have to be about the certain responsibilities that everyone has in the music room. And all goes back to the philosophy that we are all in life together. If you can think back to your religious teachings, this is what truly complexed.

There was only one regrettable element outstanding the concert. The Light Company's audience included many empty seats.
a program designed to save lives lost in auto accidents caused by drunk driving. The Department of Transportation estimates that some 30,000 lives are lost each year in such accidents. The problem drinking driver is especially at risk for the so-called "prolonged driving drunk." 7 per cent of the police officers don't blame alcohol and cause 10 per cent of the serious accidents each year. The problem drinking driver is defined as one who has a history of trouble with alcohol, through previous treatment or treatment.

Cincinnati has allocated an estimated $2 million to finance about six months of planning, followed by three years of action. A separate administrative unit, under the direction of Dr. S. Fishgold, is being formed within the city's Safety Department, under director Nancy Landseer, to supervise the program. During this period, several counsellors will be attempted, fact is likely to be evaluated, so that the access of each element of the program can be known. The most successful programs run out that be recommended for continuation and for expansion to the entire nation. The counsellors which would be tested in Cincinnati include:

1. Identification of the problem drinking driver. This will be the task of the police forces. A special team of police officers will be assigned to the crimes, when driving is most prevalent, and to the areas which have the highest incidence. By concentrating a special force of officers on this problem, it is assumed that the number of arrests for driving while intoxicated (DWI) currently about 700 a year, will be increased. Officers will be assisted by having new equipment with which to 'tune down' suspected drivers. Breathalyzer equipment will replace the present practice of urinalysis.

2. The number of arrests for DWI will also likely increase because of a change in a new state law effective November 5, 1971. This law reduces the present legal limit of 0.15 per cent to 0.10 per cent, thus, is likely to be more effective, so that the arrests of the population who are the most likely to be involved in DWI, Prohibitions. Once a problem driver has been apprehended by the police officers and his arrest record noted, he may be referred to one of several counsellors that may help him deal with his problem. One such counsellor is probation. The Idaho Warden will speak on "Problem Drinking Drivers: With the exceptions of alcoholism and the problem drinking drivers, the program as a whole.

The University of Cincinnati has received an allocation of $100 million for alcohol study about six months of planning, followed by three years of action. A separate administrative unit, under the direction of Dr. S. Fishgold, is being formed within the city's Safety Department, under director Nancy Landseer, to supervise the program. During this period, several counsellors will be attempted, fact is likely to be evaluated, so that the access of each element of the program can be known. The most successful programs run out that be recommended for continuation and for expansion to the entire nation. The counsellors which would be tested in Cincinnati include:

1. Identification of the problem drinking driver. This will be the task of the police forces. A special team of police officers will be assigned to the areas when driving is most prevalent, and to the areas which have the highest incidence. By concentrating a special force of officers on this problem, it is assumed that the number of arrests for driving while intoxicated (DWI) currently about 700 a year, will be increased. Officers will be assisted by having new equipment with which to 'tune down' suspected drivers. Breathalyzer equipment will replace the present practice of urinalysis.

2. The number of arrests for DWI will also likely increase because of a change in the new state law effective November 5, 1971. This law reduces the current legal limit of 0.15 per cent to 0.10 per cent, thus, is likely to be more effective, so that the arrests of the population who are the most likely to be involved in DWI, Prohibitions. Once a problem driver has been apprehended by the police officers and his arrest record noted, he may be referred to one of several counsellors that may help him deal with his problem. One such counsellor is probation. The Idaho Warden will speak on "Problem Drinking Drivers: With the exceptions of alcoholism and the problem drinking drivers, the program as a whole.

A review of the status of women students, faculty and administrators of the newly-created Campus Affairs Committee has been given six specific charges for ASAP. Starts Jan. 1 of the Charter of student government.

Cincinnati has received an allocation of $2 million to finance about six months of planning, followed by three years of action. A separate administrative unit, under the direction of Dr. S. Fishgold, is being formed within the city's Safety Department, under director Nancy Landseer, to supervise the program. During this period, several counsellors will be attempted, fact is likely to be evaluated, so that the access of each element of the program can be known. The most successful programs run out that be recommended for continuation and for expansion to the entire nation. The counsellors which would be tested in Cincinnati include:

1. Identification of the problem drinking driver. This will be the task of the police forces. A special team of police officers will be assigned to the areas when driving is most prevalent, and to the areas which have the highest incidence. By concentrating a special force of officers on this problem, it is assumed that the number of arrests for driving while intoxicated (DWI) currently about 700 a year, will be increased. Officers will be assisted by having new equipment with which to 'tune down' suspected drivers. Breathalyzer equipment will replace the present practice of urinalysis.

2. The number of arrests for DWI will also likely increase because of a change in the new state law effective November 5, 1971. This law reduces the current legal limit of 0.15 per cent to 0.10 per cent, thus, is likely to be more effective, so that the arrests of the population who are the most likely to be involved in DWI, Prohibitions. Once a problem driver has been apprehended by the police officers and his arrest record noted, he may be referred to one of several counsellors that may help him deal with his problem. One such counsellor is probation. The Idaho Warden will speak on "Problem Drinking Drivers: With the exceptions of alcoholism and the problem drinking drivers, the program as a whole.

A review of the status of women students, faculty and administrators of the newly-created Campus Affairs Committee has been given six specific charges for ASAP. Starts Jan. 1 of the Charter of student government.

The UIC Honors Program is bringing Dr. William Arrowsmith to this campus for a series of contemporary education today.

Dr. Arrowsmith, a Rhodes scholar and a wood critic of current education today, says that "general education has failed, not because of its curricular inadequacy, but because man of general intelligence are not available to teach."

Dr. Arrowsmith will speak on "Teaching and the Liberal Arts" to honors students and Faculty Monday, Nov. 8, 4 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge, TUC.

The entire community is invited to hear Dr. Arrowsmith speak on "The American Ideal and the Poet of England," Friday, Nov. 12, 7:30 p.m. in 120 McKellogg.

It's the real thing. Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati.
The one out of eleven Hamilton County residents who suffer from arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, expresses his appreciation for the rehabilitation of arthritis victims he has been helped by the Arthritis Foundation. The one out of eleven who suffers from arthritis has a chance to lead a normal life with the aid of the Arthritis Foundation. The rehabilitation service at General Hospital, Holmes, Veterans and Drake Hospitals are among the finest in the tri-state area. Arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, has been helped by the Center. The teaching of medical and allied professionals are all being taught through the UC College of Medicine’s continuing education program (COMED). The one out of eleven Hamilton County residents who suffer from arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, expresses his appreciation for the rehabilitation of arthritis victims he has been helped by the Arthritis Foundation. The one out of eleven who suffers from arthritis has a chance to lead a normal life with the aid of the Arthritis Foundation. The rehabilitation service at General Hospital, Holmes, Veterans and Drake Hospitals are among the finest in the tri-state area. Arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, has been helped by the Center. The teaching of medical and allied professionals are all being taught through the UC College of Medicine’s continuing education program (COMED). The one out of eleven Hamilton County residents who suffer from arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, expresses his appreciation for the rehabilitation of arthritis victims he has been helped by the Arthritis Foundation. The one out of eleven who suffers from arthritis has a chance to lead a normal life with the aid of the Arthritis Foundation. The rehabilitation service at General Hospital, Holmes, Veterans and Drake Hospitals are among the finest in the tri-state area. Arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, has been helped by the Center. The teaching of medical and allied professionals are all being taught through the UC College of Medicine’s continuing education program (COMED). The one out of eleven Hamilton County residents who suffer from arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, expresses his appreciation for the rehabilitation of arthritis victims he has been helped by the Arthritis Foundation. The one out of eleven who suffers from arthritis has a chance to lead a normal life with the aid of the Arthritis Foundation. The rehabilitation service at General Hospital, Holmes, Veterans and Drake Hospitals are among the finest in the tri-state area. Arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, has been helped by the Center. The teaching of medical and allied professionals are all being taught through the UC College of Medicine’s continuing education program (COMED). The one out of eleven Hamilton County residents who suffer from arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, expresses his appreciation for the rehabilitation of arthritis victims he has been helped by the Arthritis Foundation. The one out of eleven who suffers from arthritis has a chance to lead a normal life with the aid of the Arthritis Foundation. The rehabilitation service at General Hospital, Holmes, Veterans and Drake Hospitals are among the finest in the tri-state area. Arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, has been helped by the Center. The teaching of medical and allied professionals are all being taught through the UC College of Medicine’s continuing education program (COMED). The one out of eleven Hamilton County residents who suffer from arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, expresses his appreciation for the rehabilitation of arthritis victims he has been helped by the Arthritis Foundation. The one out of eleven who suffers from arthritis has a chance to lead a normal life with the aid of the Arthritis Foundation. The rehabilitation service at General Hospital, Holmes, Veterans and Drake Hospitals are among the finest in the tri-state area. Arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, has been helped by the Center. The teaching of medical and allied professionals are all being taught through the UC College of Medicine’s continuing education program (COMED). The one out of eleven Hamilton County residents who suffer from arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, expresses his appreciation for the rehabilitation of arthritis victims he has been helped by the Arthritis Foundation. The one out of eleven who suffers from arthritis has a chance to lead a normal life with the aid of the Arthritis Foundation. The rehabilitation service at General Hospital, Holmes, Veterans and Drake Hospitals are among the finest in the tri-state area. Arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, has been helped by the Center. The teaching of medical and allied professionals are all being taught through the UC College of Medicine’s continuing education program (COMED). The one out of eleven Hamilton County residents who suffer from arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, expresses his appreciation for the rehabilitation of arthritis victims he has been helped by the Arthritis Foundation. The one out of eleven who suffers from arthritis has a chance to lead a normal life with the aid of the Arthritis Foundation. The rehabilitation service at General Hospital, Holmes, Veterans and Drake Hospitals are among the finest in the tri-state area. Arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, has been helped by the Center. The teaching of medical and allied professionals are all being taught through the UC College of Medicine’s continuing education program (COMED). The one out of eleven Hamilton County residents who suffer from arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, expresses his appreciation for the rehabilitation of arthritis victims he has been helped by the Arthritis Foundation. The one out of eleven who suffers from arthritis has a chance to lead a normal life with the aid of the Arthritis Foundation. The rehabilitation service at General Hospital, Holmes, Veterans and Drake Hospitals are among the finest in the tri-state area. Arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, has been helped by the Center. The teaching of medical and allied professionals are all being taught through the UC College of Medicine’s continuing education program (COMED). The one out of eleven Hamilton County residents who suffer from arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, expresses his appreciation for the rehabilitation of arthritis victims he has been helped by the Arthritis Foundation. The one out of eleven who suffers from arthritis has a chance to lead a normal life with the aid of the Arthritis Foundation. The rehabilitation service at General Hospital, Holmes, Veterans and Drake Hospitals are among the finest in the tri-state area. Arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, has been helped by the Center. The teaching of medical and allied professionals are all being taught through the UC College of Medicine’s continuing education program (COMED). The one out of eleven Hamilton County residents who suffer from arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, expresses his appreciation for the rehabilitation of arthritis victims he has been helped by the Arthritis Foundation. The one out of eleven who suffers from arthritis has a chance to lead a normal life with the aid of the Arthritis Foundation. The rehabilitation service at General Hospital, Holmes, Veterans and Drake Hospitals are among the finest in the tri-state area. Arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, has been helped by the Center. The teaching of medical and allied professionals are all being taught through the UC College of Medicine’s continuing education program (COMED). The one out of eleven Hamilton County residents who suffer from arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, expresses his appreciation for the rehabilitation of arthritis victims he has been helped by the Arthritis Foundation. The one out of eleven who suffers from arthritis has a chance to lead a normal life with the aid of the Arthritis Foundation. The rehabilitation service at General Hospital, Holmes, Veterans and Drake Hospitals are among the finest in the tri-state area. Arthritis, the nation’s number one crippling disease, has been helped by the Center. The teaching of medical and allied professionals are all being taught through the UC College of Medicine’s continuing education program (COMED).
At the Playhouse
by Bill Anthony

What does it take to breathe life into an old warhorse like "Life With Father"? It takes a capable cast and a production staff with a sharp eye for detail and an understanding of the visually oriented world of the 1890's. This week the Playhouse in the Park opened a production of "Life With Father," that blends all of these elements into a life of its own.

The play, the longest running Broadway show of all time in a cross between "Chester" and "Lend Me a Tenor," is a meta play that the American family dominated by an obstinate but loving father and a wry, unpredictable heroine, although, if you've seen enough Kaufman and/or Hart comedies, it becomes very predictable.

When it is discovered that Father has not been baptised, Mother makes her job to see that he is baptised at once. This plot is woven the details of several adoptions that the play's feeling of many dimensions. The play's cast includes the dialogues that it radiates is ingrained in "Life With Father," and yet the play has a richness of Kaufman and/or Hart comedies, it becomes very predictable.

As Father, Lawrence Hugo looks like the kind of man we would dare to throw. He captures the individual spirit and tough sensibility with exceptional understanding. Lila Clare as Dolly, the boy growing into manhood, caught many nuances of a confused young man. The cast of the rest was equally magnificent. We all know what N.C. Fields says about animals and little girls and how quickly the play loses its momentum.

The opening of Fire Theater's "The UC Theater has combined several of its past productions in order to provide a unified program of theater productions that enliven the changing society and theatrical mood of today. The plays will be presented so that students will be able to attend all of the programs.

The play does not challenge the audience. It is simply a bittersweet and whimsically entertaining look at American "folk life" by a superb company.

The cast of this production includes:

- The Devil's Disciple, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. The Devil's Disciple will be shown at the Black Box. The Devil's Disciple will be shown at the Black Box.

- The Women, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. The Women will be shown at the Black Box. The Women will be shown at the Black Box.

- The Spanish Hour, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. The Spanish Hour will be shown at the Black Box. The Spanish Hour will be shown at the Black Box.

- Satyricon, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. Satyricon will be shown at the Black Box. Satyricon will be shown at the Black Box.

- Sardonyx, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. Sardonyx will be shown at the Black Box. Sardonyx will be shown at the Black Box.

- The Sun Also Rises, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. The Sun Also Rises will be shown at the Black Box. The Sun Also Rises will be shown at the Black Box.

- The Ex Miss Cooper, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. The Ex Miss Cooper will be shown at the Black Box. The Ex Miss Cooper will be shown at the Black Box.

- The Sultans, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. The Sultans will be shown at the Black Box. The Sultans will be shown at the Black Box.

- The Spanish Hour, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. The Spanish Hour will be shown at the Black Box. The Spanish Hour will be shown at the Black Box.

- Satyricon, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. Satyricon will be shown at the Black Box. Satyricon will be shown at the Black Box.

- Sardonyx, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. Sardonyx will be shown at the Black Box. Sardonyx will be shown at the Black Box.

- The Sun Also Rises, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. The Sun Also Rises will be shown at the Black Box. The Sun Also Rises will be shown at the Black Box.

- The Ex Miss Cooper, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. The Ex Miss Cooper will be shown at the Black Box. The Ex Miss Cooper will be shown at the Black Box.

- The Sultans, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. The Sultans will be shown at the Black Box. The Sultans will be shown at the Black Box.

- Satyricon, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. Satyricon will be shown at the Black Box. Satyricon will be shown at the Black Box.

- Sardonyx, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. Sardonyx will be shown at the Black Box. Sardonyx will be shown at the Black Box.

- The Sun Also Rises, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. The Sun Also Rises will be shown at the Black Box. The Sun Also Rises will be shown at the Black Box.

- The Ex Miss Cooper, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. The Ex Miss Cooper will be shown at the Black Box. The Ex Miss Cooper will be shown at the Black Box.

- The Sultans, presented by the Film Society will be shown at the Black Box. The Sultans will be shown at the Black Box. The Sultans will be shown at the Black Box.
Undoubtedly one of the best players to wear the Red and Black, Cowan, has established himself as one of UC's best players ever. From East Orange, New Jersey, in his third year in starting quarterback and linebacker, he is a defensive end and a consistent player for UC.

North Texas State's unpredictable Don Ertle, from Massillon, Ohio, is a defensive end and a consistent player for UC.

UC head coach Ray Callahan, in his second year, states that they must improve their defense to have a chance against Texas A&M. The Bearcats have a 2-1 record hoping to continue their UC victory in Texas that broke a five year string of losses against the Aggies. TheBearcats are hosting the Aggies today as they travel up the road to take on a team that is one of the top teams in the nation. Freshman Coach Tames Kelly has effectively ran the defense and running back, Joe Wasiluk, the offensive line that led to the victory over Texas A&M.

North Texas always has a big, strong team. This year the offense and defense are a little smaller than they have been in the past but definitely they're pretty good sized.
The Spartans will make the Bucks work for "three yards and a cloud of battle. OSU has been lucky all year long and their luck is finally running out.

"I know there was a need for a coach," said Iacono, "so once I got him, I took over and passed them on to my assistants. They really pay off," said Iacono. "The fact that I'm a player helps me understand what the kids feel while playing."

"The kids on our team have never second-guessed their coach as well."

Contrary to popular belief, Dick Thornburg is not the only UC coach who has been selected for the Athens-Blaine, Georgia this Saturday. The Bearcat coach," said Iacono, "and once I got him, I took over and passed them on to my assistants. They really pay off," said Iacono. "The fact that I'm a player helps me understand what the kids feel while playing."

"The kids on our team have never second-guessed their coach as well."

The Bearcat cross country, soccer, and rugby teams will all face key contests this weekend.

Today, the UC cross-country squad is in Columbus to meet the Ohio State Buckeyes in a 4-p.m. encounter. The event is the last dual meet of the season and will decide whether the Buckes will close out their dual meet season with a losing or with an even 500 match each. Currently, the Buckeyes are 500.

The kids on our team have never second-guessed their coach as well," said Iacono. "They really pay off," said Iacono.

Besides encouraging, stroking their fans' egos, "They will be the return of Lynn Merli to the University of Cincinnati. She was injured during last year's season, but she has recovered from her injury and is ready to play.

"When Lynn's at full strength, our team will be at full strength," said Iacono.

Lynn is a key component to the Bearcats' success this season. She was an important part of the team's undefeated season last year.

"The kids on our team have never second-guessed their coach as well," said Iacono. "They really pay off," said Iacono.

Besides encouraging, stroking their fans' egos, "They will be the return of Lynn Merli to the University of Cincinnati. She was injured during last year's season, but she has recovered from her injury and is ready to play.

"When Lynn's at full strength, our team will be at full strength," said Iacono.

Lynn is a key component to the Bearcats' success this season. She was an important part of the team's undefeated season last year.

"The kids on our team have never second-guessed their coach as well," said Iacono. "They really pay off," said Iacono.

Besides encouraging, stroking their fans' egos, "They will be the return of Lynn Merli to the University of Cincinnati. She was injured during last year's season, but she has recovered from her injury and is ready to play.

"When Lynn's at full strength, our team will be at full strength," said Iacono.

Lynn is a key component to the Bearcats' success this season. She was an important part of the team's undefeated season last year.
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